News and Homework for week beginning 11th June
This week in Maths... Bronze group have continued their learning about capacity including reading the different scales, finding
out how many millilitres are in a litre, and using this knowledge to reason and problem solve. Meanwhile, the other groups
continued to complete a range of reasoning questions to recap a number of different mathematical topic areas including area
and perimeter, algebra, and fractions, decimals and percent.
In English...This week, we have explored a number of different genres. First, we explored model descriptions to identify key
features then applied these to finish our own setting descriptions (which were linked to the northern lights and our class book).
Whilst years 3 and 5 completed their end-of-year assessments (well done everybody! ), year 6 focused on creating suspense
and creating atmosphere in their writing using a short animated film, ‘Chaperon Rouge’.

In other news...Rehearsals for our end-of-year production have continued, with many children now beginning to know their lines
and lots of words to the songs also! We have choreographed dances to each song too. The props are now underway (under the
watchful eye of Mrs Randall!) and please keep a look out for costume letters which will be coming home soon. In art this week,
we have completed our wolf zentangle images and designed flags for our sports day teams on the theme of land, sea and air. On
Thursday we held our sports day. Everyone was amazing, putting in maximum effort, encouraging one-another and having an
enjoyable time. Thank you Mrs James for organising!

Holly, for writing a superb story! Holly used exciting language to create atmosphere and suspense to keep the reader
on their toes. Well done Holly!
Homework:
Please see below for homework this week. Remember to still log on and complete tasks on Mathletics, Spellodrome and Reading
Eggs. Children should be reading regularly at home and have now been issued with a school reading book and reading log. Can
you please complete their reading log to indicate when they have read at home. Older children (yr5 and 6) may read to
themselves, then have a discussion with parents afterwards. Younger children (yr3 and 4) should read to an adult.
Spellings: Please see separate sheet for list of words to be learnt this term. Spellings to be learnt this week are highlighted in
yellow. There will be a review in class each Friday.
Maths: Please practise your ‘Bonds’ and ‘Badges’ (times tables).
Homework is to be handed in on Wednesday 20th June.
Please complete pages in CGP books as indicated below and mark at home with your child.

Homework
Year 3

SPAG: Plurals Pages 90 and 91
Comprehension: Poems about Crocodiles Pages 24 and 25

Year 4

SPAG: Suffixes – Double letters Pages 76 and 77
Comprehension: Peter Pan Pages 24 and 25

Year 5

SPAG: Suffixes Pages 84 and 85
Comprehension: The Wind in the Willows (musical ) Pages 24 and 25

Year 6

SPAG: Writing for Your Audience Pages 30 and 31
Comprehension: Theseus’s Adventures Pages 24 and 25

Pupil Feedback

Parent Feedback
How much support did your child need? None
Comment:

Teacher Feedback
A little

Lots

